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Solidfloor™: makes you feel at home

Solidfloor designs and manufactures high-quality wooden floors that provide a warm, intimate atmosphere in
all living spaces in your home, as well as in hotels, shops and offices. Wood is a beautiful natural material.
No tree is the same, which means that every parquet floor is unique as well.
That is the appeal of a wooden Solidfloor floor: each house gets

Points of sale

its own atmosphere. Solidfloor represents quality, innovation and

Solidfloor is available in over 30 countries. Only the best specialists

design. With innovative finishing techniques we create a wide

sell our collections. The dealer is tested beforehand on knowledge,

range of amazing floors, each with different characteristics. Sleek,

expertise and customer-friendliness. This high standard ensures

modern, classic or aged; Solidfloor’s extensive and current range

that you will receive good advice with respect to measurements,

offers interior solutions for every taste, style and wish. The wood

correct installation and aftercare. Our dealers are dedicated

for our floors has been selected with great care and meets our high

specialists and experts in wood. Visit www.solidfloor.com to check

quality requirements, so many generations can enjoy the floor. A

for the nearest Solidfloor retailer in your area.

Solidfloor floor is easy to maintain, hygienic and highly durable.
That is why our floors come with a 25-year guarantee. Solidfloor …

25-year guarantee!

forever yours.

Solidfloor wooden floors are characterised by high quality and
longevity. Quality inspections during the manufacturing process

The history of Solidfloor™

quarantee you are assured of the best floor. Each plank undergoes

Solidfloor™ is a brand of the Fetim Group, which was founded in

a strict selection process. The procedure is supervised from start

1919 as the Haarlemse Fijnhouthandel. Since then, the company

to finish by a specially trained team of experts. That is why only

has developed a wealth of expertise and an excellent reputation

the very best planks bear the name Solidfloor. You can recognise a

in the flooring industry with dedicated and experienced craftsmen

Solidfloor floor by the Solidfloor stamp on the back of each plank

creating our top-quality floors. Solidfloor has grown to be one of

and the accompanying information leaflet in every packaging. We

the leading suppliers of wooden floors and is available in over 30

firmly believe in our floors. That is why Solidfloor provides a 25-

countries.

year guarantee for all its products.

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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AN EMPTY ROOM IS
A STORY WAITING TO
HAPPEN, AND YOU
ARE THE AUTHOR

Alaska
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‘Forever yours’ is our mission

A Solidfloor wooden floor is made for a lifetime of enjoyment. You and your Solidfloor share the same memories,
together with your children, family and friends. You took care of your Solidfloor and in return it made
you smile every day when you entered your home. Solidfloor ...forever yours.
Sustainable quality
We aim to provide you with the best possible products made out of
the best possible resources, for your comfort and convenience. And
we continuously improve our products and our way of working.

Innovation

Solidfloor provides interior solutions for every taste, style and wish.

The Solidfloor team continuously works on innovative techniques

Creating sustainable floors for pleasant living, our products are not

that enhance the timeless beauty of the wood and accentuate other

only beautiful, but also safe and functional and take the world in which

characteristics of the product. With our innovations we give the floor

we live into consideration. We strive for the right balance between

even more character. Solidfloor sets new standards in parquet.

people, environment and the company. Corporate responsibility leads
to a livable world and a healthy business, now and in the future.

Explanation of the icons
On the following pages you will find several icons that indicate

Planet

specific features. Most floors will have a tongue and groove

Reducing our ecological footprint is important for the survival of

connection for installation. Some floors have a click system. These

our planet. Our products are made of legally produced wood

are indicated with the icon

according to the guidelines of the EURT and the Indonesian SVLK.

used in combination with floor heating

We also choose the friendliest solutions for other raw materials,

all floors can be installed floating. Some floors should be installed

packaging

glued

materials and ways of transport. We have been

. Floors not wider than 27 cm can be
and cooling

. Almost

.

a member of FSC International and FSC the Netherlands since the
company was established. Furthermore, the products meet local
directives, such as CSTB (France).

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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White tones

NATURE ALWAYS
WEARS THE COLOURS
OF THE SPIRIT

Natural tones
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Solidfloor™
inspired by colour
Grey tones

The Solidfloor collection is inspired by the colours
we find around us, most of all in nature.
Experience how our range caters to
your taste in colour.

Dark tones

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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SIMPLICITY IS THE
KEYNOTE OF ALL
TRUE ELEGANCE

Cevennes
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Originals covers the basic of the flooring range from Solidfloor. The soft, earthy and natural woody tones in
combination with a refined polish make these wooden floors the perfect foundation in any home.

The Originals are beautiful basic floors that adapt to any environment
and dimensions. The floors bring a sense of serenity to a vibrant
and busy interior, while in modern, more subdued interior spaces
the subtle natural tones serve to add more warmth and cosiness.
The floor sections are available with either a click system or a
tongue-and-groove system, and finished with special wood oil
or a protective layer of matt laquer. Naturally, the floors are FSC
certified.

Wallis

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Originals - 10 mm
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Thickness: 10 mm / Face layer: approx. 3 mm / Length x Width: 1220 x 158 mm

Calgary (1170329)
Oak nature, White oiled

Nashville (1170328)
Oak rustic, White oiled

Fairbanks (1112923)
Oak extra rustic,
Hand scraped, White oiled

Redding (1119367)
Oak rustic, Smoked, White oiled

Albany (1114065)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked,
Distressed, White oiled

St. Louis (1170330)
Oak nature, Natural oiled

Lexington (1170331)
Oak rustic, Natural oiled

Houston (1110701)
Oak extra rustic, Hand scraped,
Natural oiled

Ottawa (1122541)
Oak rustic, Smoked,
Natural oiled

Los Angeles (1123829)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked,
Distressed, Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Redding

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Originals - 14 mm, FSC

Thickness: 14 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

New in 2017!

Newfoundland (1194918)
Oak rustic, Smoked, White oiled

Winnipeg (1194914)
Oak nature, White oiled

Victoria (1194916)
Oak nature, Natural oiled

Santa Barbara (1194915)
Oak rustic, Natural oiled

Santa Monica (1194917)
Oak rustic, White oiled

Beaumont (1194919)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Natural oiled

*This floor has an unfinished look. It expresses the natural beauty
of the real wood. The unique recipe of special ingredients create a
very durable floor.
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Edmonton* (1194920)
Oak rustic, invisible oil

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Edmonton

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Originals - 14 mm, Anti scratch & matt lacquer, FSC

Veneto* (1182193)
Ash mill run, Brushed,
White lacquered

Normandie (1182184)
Oak nature, Brushed,
White lacquered

Andorra (1182186)
Oak rustic, Brushed,
White lacquered

Cevennes (1182188)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Brushed,
White lacquered

Eiffel (1182192)
Oak rustic, Brushed, Coloured,
White lacquered

This anti-scratch matt lacquer ensures maintenance-free and
Andalucia (1182185)
Oak nature, Brushed,
Natural lacquered

Wallis (1182189)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Brushed,
Natural lacquered

beautiful natural appearance for years of enjoyment.
*This floor is not suitable for underfloor heating and cooling.
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Thickness: 14 mm / Face layer: approx. 3 mm / Length x Width: 1860 x 189 mm

New in 2017!

Faro (1194934)
Oak rustic, brushed, coloured, natural lacquered

New in 2017!

Catalunia (1194935)
Oak rustic, brushed, coloured, natural lacquered

New in 2017!

Umbria (1194936)
Oak rustic, brushed, coloured, natural lacquered

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Originals - 15 mm, FSC

Arctic (1128479)
Oak rustic, Hand scraped,
White oiled

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

Alaska (1128485)
Oak rustic, Smoked,
Hand scraped, White oiled

Méditerranée (1191438)
Oak nature, Brushed, White washed,
Natural oiled

Nevada (1128480)
Oak rustic, Smoked,
Hand scraped, Natural oiledt
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Pyranees (1191439)
Oak nature, Smoked, Brushed,
White washed, Natural oiled

Sahara (1128478)
Oak rustic, Hand scraped,
Natural oiled

Arctic

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Originals - 15 mm, distressed, FSC

Nordic (1128484)
Oak extra rustic, Distressed,
White oiled

20

Tundra (1128481)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked,
Distressed, White oiled

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

Tuscany (1128483)
Oak extra rustic, Distressed,
Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Smoky Mountains (1128482)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked,
Distressed, Natural oiled

Nordic

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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AN INTERIOR
THAT REFLECTS
YOUR LIFESTYLE

Lake Drummont
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The Lifestyle collection consists of wooden floors that strike the perfect balance between an
attractive wooden floor and a sleek modern interior.

These floors provide a sea of natural grey tints and chalky nuances
combined with a smooth wooden finish, creating a space that is
light and peaceful.
The Lifestyle collection, with subdued basic colours ranging from
black and white to a palette of natural colours, befits a luxurious
style with contrasting materials: hard and soft; glossy and matte;
circular and straight. This ensures a space focused on functionality,
conceptual design and traditionally crafted products.

Lake Drummont

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Lifestyle - 19 cm, PEFC

Pacific* (1190198)
Oak mill run, Brushed,
Coloured (Reactive stains),
Natural oiled

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

Lake Drummont (1190195)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
Coloured, Natural oiled

Tigris** (1190196)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
Thermo treated, Natural oiled

*See page 68 for the unique characteristics of a reactive stain.

Caddo** (1190197)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
Thermo treated, Natural oiled

**The deep colour treatment of this floor gives the floor an extra
intense colour experience.
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Atlantic* (1190199)
Oak mill run, Brushed,
Coloured (Reactive stains),
Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Pacific

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Lifestyle - 22 cm, FSC

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 2200 x 220 mm

New in 2017!

Vancouver (1181558)
Oak mill run, White oiled

Hamilton (1181560)
Oak mill run, Smoked, White oiled

Grand Rapids* (1194921)
Oak mill run, invisible oil

Richmond (1181559)
Oak mill run, Natural oiled,

Madison (1181561)
Oak mill run, Smoked,
Natural oiled

*This floor has an unfinished look. It expresses the natural beauty
of the real wood. The unique recipe of special ingredients create a
very durable floor.
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Madison
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Lifestyle - 26 cm

Montreal (1173981)
Oak mill run, White oiled
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Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 2200 x 260 mm

Anchorage (1174272)
Oak mill run, Smoked,
White oiled

San Diego (1174273)
Oak mill run, Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Phoenix (1173982)
Oak mill run, Smoked,
Natural oiled

Anchorage

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Lifestyle - 26 cm, FSC

New in 2017!

Austin** (1194923)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, handscraped, coloured (Reactive stains),
natural lacquered

New in 2017!

Charlotte* (1194922)
Oak mill run, invisible oil

*This floor has an unfinished look. It expresses the natural beauty
of the real wood. The unique recipe of special ingredients create a
very durable floor.
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Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 2200 x 260 mm

New in 2017!

Naples** (1194925)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, handscraped, coloured (Reactive stains),
natural lacquered

New in 2017!

Montgomery** (1194926)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, handscraped, coloured (Reactive stains),
scrubbed knots, natural lacquered

New in 2017!

Orlando** (1194924)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, handscraped, coloured (Reactive stains),
natural lacquered

**See page 68 for the unique characteristics of a reactive stain.

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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I FIND MY OWN
NATURAL BEAUTY
SIGNATURE

Yuba
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Choosing the Earth & Fire collection means you are opting for bold, innovative and pure. This exclusive collection of
wooden flooring is inspired by the silence of nature and the beauty of modern architecture.

These are intense, contrasting floors, each with its own strong
identity. Thanks to innovative manufacturing techniques, this
collection comprises distinctive colours while the structure of the
wood remains visible, giving character to each space.
Design and modern: these best describe the styles that comprise
this collection of floors. Modern rooms furnished with designer
furniture, clear colour contrasts and luxurious materials. Leather,
wood, stone, stainless steel as well as concrete, they all work. A space
with a cosmopolitan or industrial atmosphere, where everything is
organically styled, minimalist and finished to perfection.

St. Helens

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Earth & Fire - 15 mm, PEFC

Yuba (1186924)
Oak rustic, Deep brushed,
Invisible oiled
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Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

Moose (1186922)
Oak extra rustic, Deep brushed,
Thermo treated, Invisible oiled

Upano (1186925)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Deep brushed,
Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Yampa (1186923)
Oak extra rustic, Deep brushed,
coloured (Reactive stains),
Invisible oiled

Upano

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Earth & Fire - 15 mm, PEFC

Vesuvius (1190201)
Oak extra rustic, Deep brushed,
Scrubbed knots, Handscraped,
Coloured, Natural oiled
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Krakatao (1190200)
Oak extra rustic, Deep brushed,
Scrubbed knots, Handscraped,
Coloured, Natural oiled

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

St. Helens (1190202)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked, Deep
brushed, Scrubbed knots, Handscraped, Coloured, Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Vesuvius

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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THERE IS BEAUTY
IN SIMPLICITY

Nebraska
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The floors from the Vintage collection are made of wood chosen for its outstanding character. Natural tones form
the basis of this atmospheric collection that will give your interior a personal and nostalgic look.

The floors undergo a weathering process to give them an amazing
lived-in look. You would think they had been part of the house for
generations. A Solidfloor floor from the Vintage collection is just
how a wooden floor should be: lived in and with its own personal
signature.
The Vintage floor collection is perfect for use in a traditionally styled
interior - it can be used in combination with handmade vintage
furniture and accessories, or to complement new designs that are
based on old techniques and materials. A wool pouf, a felt chair, a
lamp hanging from a rope and many other personal touches that
enrich the interior. A quiet space with a pure palette of colours browns and whites, with one or more accentuating colours.

Oregon

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Vintage - 15 mm, fine sawn

40

Montana (1174793)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Fine sawn, Coloured,
Natural oiled

New Hampshire (1174791)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Fine sawn, Coloured,
Invisible oil

Vermont (1149286)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Fine sawn, Coloured,
White oiled

Arizona (1174792)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Fine sawn, Coloured,
White oiled

Maine (1149283)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Fine sawn, Coloured,
White oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Oregon (1149284)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Fine sawn, Coloured,
White oiled

Nebraska (1149287)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked, Brushed,
Fine sawn, Coloured, Natural oiled

Vintage - 15 mm, fine sawn Premium

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

New in 2017!

New in 2017!

Kentucky (1194932)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, fine sawn, handscraped, coloured, natural oil

Nova Scotia (1194931)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, fine sawn, handscraped, coloured, natural oil

6 Different & unique treatments - Kentucky

6 Different & unique treatments - Nova Scotia

This very special blend of mechanical treatment creates a real old barn look. The parts are finished
with six different treatments so your floor radiates this very characteristic and unique atmosphere.

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Vintage - 15 mm, axwood

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

New in 2017!

Eiger (1156353)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
White washed, Natural oiled

Kilimanjaro (1156350)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
Natural oiled

Mount Cook (1156349)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
White washed, Natural oiled

Torres del Paine (1156351)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
Natural oiled

Matterhorn (1156352)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed,
Natural oiled

Aubisque* (1194937)
Oak extra rustic, brushed, coloured (Reactive stains), natural oil

*See page 68 for the unique characteristics of a reactive stain.
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Eiger
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Vintage - 15 mm, scrubbed knots, FSC

Kinabalu (1182946)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Edge distressed, Scrubbed
knots, White oiled
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Caucasus (1182945)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked, Brushed,
Hand scraped, Edge distressed,
Scrubbed knots, White washed,
White oiled

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 2200 x 220 mm

Jura (1182944)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked, Brushed,
Hand scraped, Edge distressed,
Scrubbed knots, Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Ural (1182943)
Oak extra rustic, Brushed, Hand
scraped, Edge distressed, Scrubbed
knots, Coloured, Natural oiled

Caucasus

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Vintage - 15 mm, PEFC

Azores (1190193)
Oak extra rustic, Deep brushed,
Scrubbed knots, Handscraped,
White washed, Natural oiled
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Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1900 x 190 mm

Bosporus (1151952)
Oak Mill Run, Smoked,
Deep brushed, Hand scraped,
Natural oiled

Cayman (1190194)
Oak extra rustic, Smoked, Deep
brushed, Scrubbed knots, Handscraped,
White washed, Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Hebrides (1151953)
Oak mill run, Smoked,
Deep brushed, Hand scraped,
White washed, Natural oiled

K2 (1194933)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Brushed,
Hand scraped, White oiled

Azores

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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DESIGN IS A
JOURNEY OF
DISCOVERY

Dundalk
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This collection reflects the grandeur of the past, with pure materials and rich colours.
These classic parquet floors are characterised by warm, deep colours.

It gives the interior a chic, elegant look, while the stylish patterns,
such as the classic herringbone pattern, have a grand impact. The
new Classics collection of floors from Solidfloor will lift any space
to a higher level.
The new Classics collection fits in perfectly with classic interior
design, immediately commanding a rich experience. The classic
style means deep and intense colours, shimmering metal and lavish
furnishings.

Louvre

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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new Classics - Herringbone

St. Paul’s (1128549)
Oak nature, Smoked, Brushed,
White oiled

Windsor (1126204)
Oak nature, Brushed,
Natural oiled

New in 2017!

Canterburry* (1194938)
Oak nature, brushed, coloured (Reactive stains), natural oil

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 610 x 122 mm

Louvre (1126206)
Oak nature, Smoked, Brushed,
Coloured, Natural oiled

New in 2017!

Chantilly (1195080)
Oak nature, brushed, coloured, natural oil

*See page 68 for the
unique characteristics of
a reactive stain.
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Canterburry
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new Classics - Dutch Pattern

Notre Dame (1114479)
Oak Mill Run, Smoked, Brushed,Edge distressed, Natural oiled
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Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1890 x 270 mm

Harvard (1129238)
Oak Mill Run, Brushed, Coloured, Natural oiled

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Notre Dame

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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new Classics - French Floor

Lausanne (1117470)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Brushed, Coloured, White oiled

Thickness: 15 mm / Face layer: approx. 4 mm / Length x Width: 1830 x 90/130/220 mm

Monaco (1114286)
Oak rustic, Smoked, Brushed, Coloured, Natural oiled

Dundalk (1129239)
Oak rustic, Brushed, Coloured, Natural oiled
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Dundalk

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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WITH GOOD
BASICS YOU’LL HAVE
ENDLESS OPTIONS
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Create your new wooden Solidfloor yourself! Decide which
pattern, colour and finish best suits your interior needs.

If you are looking for a beautiful, well-crafted, superior-quality

The Solidfloor – ‘Create your Floor range’ comprises of 14 different

wooden floor that is perfectly suited to your lifestyle, choose a

colours and 6 different floors including the very stylish Chevron.

floor from the Solidfloor - Create Your Floor range. You can decide

TRY IT @
SOLIDFLOOR.COM

on the composition and finish yourself!

6 different floors

Plank1+2
200 x 1800/2000/2200 mm.
185 x 500-2400 mm.

Chevron1
500 x 100 mm.

Herringbone1
560 x 140 mm.

Panel Versailles
500 x 100 mm.

Panel Pierrefonds
700 x 700 mm.

Border1
Optional: border; only in
combination with tiles,
Chevron and Herringbone
1120 x 140 mm.

1) It is possible to opt for an extra, brushed finish for the Plank, the Chevron
and the border (with the exception of the Granada colour).
2) The plank is available in three different wood grades.

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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The Plank series consists of three different wood grades.
The pictures opposite show the difference in appearance between nature, rustic and extra rustic.

Rustic Grade 15/4

58

Rustic Grade 14/3

Nature Grade 14/3

Extra Rustic Grade 14/3

• Extra knots

• Extra knots

• Several small knots

• Extra knots

• Cracks here and there,

• Cracks here and there,

• Slight variations in colour

• Bigger cracks, filled in

filled in the same colour

filled in the same colour

and texture

• Natural variation in colour

• Natural variation in colour

• Almost no sapwood

• More sapwood in the same colour

• More sapwood in the same colour

• More sapwood in the same colour

• Beautiful clean plank

• Vibrant colour differences

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

the same colour

The 14 unique colours have been especially developed for the

friendly floor planner takes you through the selection process step

Solidfloor - Create your Floor collection and reflect the latest

by step, so that you can create the floor you’ve always dreamed of.

interior trends. Whatever floor you create, we will produce it for you

Request a sample and view your choice in the comfort of your own

with the utmost care and tailor it completely to your wishes ...forever

home. Visit us on solidfloor.com and experience the wide range of

yours! Our website allows you to endlessly create and visualise

options.

combinations, completely without obligation. The extremely user-

TRY IT @
SOLIDFLOOR.COM

14 unique colours

Reykjavik

Marrakech

Cape Town

Sydney

Christchurch

Cancun

Nairobi

Granada

Bangkok

Vienna

St. Petersburg

Venice

La Paz

Seoul

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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THE QUIET
CONFIDENCE OF
LUXURIOUS LIVING

Herringbone, Terra
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The quiet confidence of luxurious living

For

this

collection

Solidfloor

partnered

with

renowned

multidisciplinary design studio, Studio Piet Boon. Studio Piet Boon
is recognized for its remarkable talent in balancing functionality,
aesthetics and individuality into one of a kind design experiences.
All floors in the Piet Boon collection are treated with a sustainable
oil that is produced in the Netherlands. The oil is made from linseed
oil, pressed from the seeds of the flax plant. By producing and
processing its linseed oil locally, Solidfloor is contributing to a
reduction in CO2 emissions.

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Plank N˚185, Shell
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Seven exclusive subdued colours

We have teamed up with the design team at Studio Piet Boon

The collection consists of planks N˚185 and N˚200 (one normal

to put together a collection which consists of five different

plank and one plank that is extra-long and wide), a herringbone

types of floor, available in seven exclusively selected Piet Boon

design (a traditional floor in the familiar herringbone pattern),

colors. These floors enable you to achieve the lastingly beautiful

a Chevron (a traditional, very special Hungarian point) and

and authentic style so typical of Piet Boon. Every floor in the

Plank N˚070, a short, narrow plank with endless laying-pattern

balanced collection is ideal for any interior and also particularly

options.

easy to combine in different spaces.

7 exclusive subdued colours

Chalk

Pebble

Shell

Dust

SOLIDFLOOR.COM

Ash

Terra

Coal

63

Plank N˚185, Coal
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5 different types of floors

Plank N˚185
14/3,0 mm
500-2400 x 185 mm

Plank N˚200
15/4,0 mm
2200 x 200 mm

Chevron
16/4,0 mm
500 x 100 mm

Plank N˚070
11/4,0 mm
490 x 70 mm

Herringbone
16/4,0 mm
560 x 140 mm

Visgraat, Terra

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Chevron, Ash
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Endless possibilities (Plank N˚070)

Plank N˚070, Ash

SOLIDFLOOR.COM
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Solidfloor™ production and treatments

Before the wooden floor is installed in your interior, an entire process precedes it.
After the tree is felled, the trunk is sawn into strips. When the

layer of oil or varnish is applied as finishing touch. During the entire

strips are thoroughly dry, they are sanded in the sanding machine.

process, strict monitoring ensures that all planks are of Solidfloor

A team of specialists sorts the strips, after which production starts.

quality.

At the end of the production and all other treatments a protective

Non smoked

Smoked

Smoking

Scrubbed knots

Smoking the wood gives the floor more depth. It brings
out the grain and darkens the wood. The longer the
smoking process, the darker the wood becomes.

This process scrubs away the knots, so there is a
slight difference in height between the knot and the
surrounding wood. This gives the floor extra character.

Hand scraping

Fine-sawn

The panels are processed manually, leaving them with
an uneven, wavy surface. This process gives the floor an
authentic look, similar to traditional handcrafted floors.

This process provides the plank with random thin saw
marks over the width, giving the planks character.

Brushing

Reactive stains

Brushing removes the soft parts of the floor. The
structure of the wood becomes clearly visible and the
colour of the floor becomes deeper.

A selection of our floors has been coloured with a reactive stain (see
detail information per floor). This method of colouring creates a deep
and warm character of these floors, caused by the natural reaction
between the applied stain and tannin – a natural substance in oak. The
concentration of tannin differs from panel to panel, which makes every
single plank unique. It may happen that a new floor has not yet reached
it’s final colour during installation, as the reaction between the stain and
tannin takes some time. This is normal and has nothing to do with the
quality of the floor. The floor will reach it’s designated colour in the
foreseeable future without any problems.

Ageing (of the sides)
The floor is processed until it has an aged look. Ageing
of the sides means that the sides of the planks are also
processed.
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Tips & Tricks

Solidfloor floorplanner

Underfloor heating and cooling

Everyone can become a stylist with the Solidfloor floorplanner. You

Wooden floors and underfloor heating and cooling go very well

can now create a new interior online. With this handy interactive

together. You can enjoy the atmosphere and the feel of a parquet

tool you can easily determine which wooden floor best matches

floor and still experience the advantages of underfloor heating and

your interior, taste, style and atmosphere.

cooling. The maximum width of the plank may not be more than
26 cm. On the website and in the detailed product information
section in this brochure you can find out if a Solidfloor floor
is suitable for underfloor heating and cooling. Always consult
with your Solidfloor dealer to see if your situation is suitable for
underfloor heating and cooling.
Installation patterns
All floors can be installed in miscellaneous patterns. Experience the
possibilities and effects with the Solidfloor Floorplanner.

Solidfloor is a multi-layer parquet
A multi-layer parquet floor consists of three layers. There is a
bottom layer, a cross-glued intermediate layer and a top layer that

1:2

1:3

1:4

1:x

Herringbone

ranges from 3 to 6 millimeter. This guarantees excellent quality
and stability of the parquet. It is also highly sustainable compared
to massive oak floors. For the intermediate layer fast growing
renewable wood species are used and only the decorative top layer
is made of oak. A floor from the Solidfloor collection never needs
sanding: the extremely durable top layer will last for generations.
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Solidfloor™ has four gradings

Below you will find the various gradings. The product descriptions on our website
have icons that tell you from which grade a floor has been made.
Wood is a natural product, each plank being unique with respect

All the images shown here are an indication of reality from which

to colour and grain, and each type of parquet has its own visual

no rights can be derived. Please always let your Solidfloor dealer

characteristics.

inform you.

Nature Grade

Rustic Grade

This grade only has a few small knots and there are small variations

The floors have a few more knots and bigger than the Nature Grade.

in colour and texture. There is hardly any sapwood in the planks.

Here and there, there are some cracks in the wood that have been filled

The result is a beautiful clean plank.

and stained to match. This gives more character to the planks. Natural
variations in colour are therefore characteristic of this grading. There is
more sapwood in this grading which has been stained to match.

Extra Rustic Grade

Mill Run

This is the most robust grade. The knots and the filled and stained

This grade is a mix of Nature and Rustic Grade.

cracks in this wood grade are larger than those in the Rustic Grade.
There is also sapwood in the planks. There are lively colour variations
in the wood.
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Maintenance

Just like all other floors, a wooden floor also requires maintenance. The main reason for wear of the parquet floor
is dirt. Good cleaning will extend the life of your parquet floor and allows you to enjoy your floor longer.
Use the Solidfloor maintenance instructions and cleaning agents for the best results.
Solidfloor™ Wood Cleaner

Humidity

This cleaner is suitable for all lacquered

Wood is a natural product and reacts to the increase and decrease of

and oiled wooden Solidfloor floors and

the humidity in the space in which it is fitted. For wood, the optimal

protects them against dirt and wear. Clean

humidity in the space should lie between 40% and 65%. Above 65%,

the floor once a month with Solidfloor™

the parquet floor may expand. If the humidity drops below 40%, the

Wood Cleaner.

parquet floor may show shrinkage, in which case it is advisable to
use a humidifier. In a dry environment and in the winter, the use of a
humidifier is also advisable, in order to attain or maintain the desired
humidity.

Solidfloor™ Ultimate Hardwax Oil
To keep your floor beautiful in the long
term, we advise you to oil your floor once
a year with normal use. Use SolidfloorTM
Ultimate Hardwax Oil for this. Before
oiling the parquet floor, clean it with the
Solidfloor™ Wood Cleaner.

Humidifier (example)
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Why choose a Solidfloor™?

The best designs

Durable

Easy to maintain

Our dedicated team of designers and stylists

Solidfloor floors have a highly durable structure

The wooden floors of Solidfloor are easy to

continuously travels around the world. This

with a top layer ranging from 3 to 6 millimetres.

maintain. If you clean your floor properly and

inspires them to create the most beautiful floors

This ensures that they will last at least a

regularly, you extend the life of the floor and you

that reflect the actual home decoration trends.

generation.

will be able to enjoy it to the fullest.

Wide range of options

25-year guarantee!

Natural and ecological

We offer a wide and contemporary range. From

During the manufacturing process, continuous

Our wooden floors are made of legally produced

modern, to cosy, to classic, there is always a

quality inspections are carried out so you can

wood. It is our goal to use FSC certified products

Solidfloor to match your taste!

be assured of the best floor. Every pack has a

as much as possible.

quality stamp, which you will find on the leaflet
Unique

in every packaging.

Wood is a natural product and every floor is
unique and has its own characteristic features.
That is what makes a wooden floor so special.

...forever yours

Solidfloor provides you a wooden floor that will last forever.
This thanks to our focus on design, quality, maintenance and sustainability.
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